Effects of a new triazinoaminopiperidine derivative on adriamycin accumulation and retention in cells displaying P-glycoprotein-mediated multidrug resistance.
A new triazinoaminopiperidine derivative, Servier 9788 (S9788), was investigated for its ability to increase Adriamycin (ADR) accumulation and retention in two rodent (P388/ADR and DC-3F/AD) and three human (KB-A1, K562/R and COLO 320DM) cell lines displaying the P-glycoprotein (P-gp)-mediated multidrug resistance (MDR) phenotype. Depending on the cell line S9788 was shown to be two to five times more active and five to 15 times more potent than Verapamil (VRP) in increasing ADR accumulation in resistant cells. ADR retention in KB-A1 cells maintained in a concentration of 10 microM S9788 was twice that in VRP-treated cells, and similar to that measured in the untreated sensitive KB-3-1 cells. Although 5 microM S9788 and 50 microM VRP gave the same values of ADR uptake in KB-A1 cells, S9788 was shown to induce a greater ADR retention following cell wash and post-incubation in resistance modifier- and ADR-free medium. Taking into account that S9788 had no effects on ADR accumulation and retention in sensitive KB-3-1 cells, it can be suggested that S9788 inhibits specifically the P-gp dependent ADR efflux, and in a manner less reversible than that observed with VRP. Moreover, [3H]azidopine photolabeling of P-gp, in P388/ADR plasma membranes, was completely inhibited by 100 microM S9788. Although S9788, as VRP, had no effect on the cell cycle of P388 cells, 5 microM S9788 increased 700-fold the efficacy of ADR to block P388/ADR cells in the G2+M phase of the cell cycle. Together, these results show that the sensitization, by S9788, of cell lines resistant to ADR is mainly due to an increase in ADR accumulation and retention, leading to an increase in the number of resistant cells blocked in the G2+M phase.